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PSTCompactor was designed and created by Matt Hartley after becoming frustrated with the slow performance of Microsoft Outlook when compaction was enabled. In addition to misusing lots of time and disk space, Outlook also became unreliable because of its propensity to corrupt files. Having spent too much time in an out of court dealing with this issue, Matt was able to provide a solution. Unlike some
products on the market, PSTCompactor completely removes deleted data so that Outlook will no longer show an item as being deleted. This forces you to either empty the "Deleted Items" folder or risk data corruption. Utilizing an efficient and robust Rules engine with the ability to notify users of specific conditions, PSTCompactor can automate compaction of old attachments, force a compaction, identify and

recover missing data, detect corrupt or inaccessible files and more. The fact that PSTCompactor operates at a lower level than Outlook means that no additional components are required on the user’s desktop and this means that Outlook will run faster and more reliably than it does when compaction is enabled in Outlook. PSTCompactor (SOHO Edition) Activation Code Installation: PSTCompactor is a
compact standalone utility and does not require or rely on the Microsoft Outlook installation. Simply extract the downloaded file to your desktop, start PSTCompactor and enjoy. PSTCompactor (SOHO Edition) User Interface: The user interface for PSTCompactor (SOHO Edition) can be selected via the Start menu. Features / Options: ￭ ZIP attachments older than a specified date to remove unneeded data ￭
remove old "deleted" items ￭ Perform size-reduction on entire folder ￭ Identify missing or corrupt files ￭ File hard-links ￭ Recover hidden folders ￭ Error and warning notifications ￭ Delay compaction until a time of your choice ￭ Run compaction in the background ￭ Ability to change compression level ￭ Allow manual updating of rules ￭ Allow manual updating of message statistics ￭ Customizable reports

￭ Return folder names if you want more flexibility ￭ Optional email alerts ￭ Full Windows uninstaller ￭ Directory lists ￭ User settings PSTCompactor (SOHO Edition) Requirements: 1. Microsoft Windows Operating System 2. Windows Explorer 3. Internet connection
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PSTCompactor recovers wasted space from Microsoft Outlook PST files and reduces their size up to 38% by compressing (zip) attachments, forcing compaction, removing deleted content and more! Makes Outlook run faster, more reliable and less prone to data corruption. Its powerful Rules-engine enables you to specify exactly which messages to process. For example, zip attachments on messages older than
30 days. PSTCompactor manages PST files on your computer or across the network and can automatically locate mailboxes. Microsoft Exchange not required! Here are some key features of "PSTCompactor SOHO Edition": ￭ Up to 600% faster and 38% smaller than Microsoft's own compaction ￭ Run compaction when you want, not in the background ￭ Recover unutilized space ￭ Zip up old attachments ￭
Force PST file compaction ￭ Permanently removes deleted content, normally retained even after emptying the 'Deleted Items' folder ￭ Flexible rules to identify specific items (eg zip attachments older than 30 days) ￭ Identifies corrupt and inaccessible PSTs ￭ Identifies large mailboxes ￭ Locates and audits mailboxes ￭ Mitigate legal recourse by ensuring deleted information is unrecoverable What's New in

This Release: ￭ Updated interface, ￭ improved performance, ￭ updated reports, ￭ minor bug fixes PSTCompactor (SOHO Edition) Key Benefits: ￭ up to 38% smaller than Microsoft's own compression ￭ recovers wasted space, so Outlook runs faster ￭ runs compaction when you want, not in the background ￭ recover unutilized space for large PSTs (upto 1.5GB) ￭ flexible rules to identify specific items (eg.
zip attachments older than 30 days) ￭ identifies corrupt and inaccessible PSTs, so Office 365/Exchange is not required ￭ mitigate legal recourse, ensure deleted information is unrecoverable ￭ automatic recovery of deleted attachments, even in large mailbox scenarios What's New in This Release: ￭ updated interface, ￭ improved performance, ￭ updated reports, ￭ minor bug fixes PSTCompactor (SOHO

Edition) Instructions: To download "PST 09e8f5149f
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Outlook PST files are becoming an increasing storage burden as the size of your mailbox grows. You have started to seek a solution to the problem of too many messages taking up too much disk space. PSTCompactor, is the solution to this problem. It is a smart and useful piece of software that makes Outlook run faster, more reliable and less prone to data corruption. The software will process all your
Microsoft Outlook PST files and perform a complete mass compaction. PSTCompactor can also be used to recover wasted space from old archives of Microsoft Outlook PST files and compress the size of your mailbox. Compaction with PSTCompactor is performed in such a way that your Outlook mailbox remains intact with your mail items and contacts. Additionally, it can be performed selectively by using
a list of rules which can be customized. PSTCompactor SOHO Edition gives you complete control of compaction including the following: ￭ Determine the size limit for large attachments, ￭ Set whether to perform compaction just once or periodically, ￭ Limit the number of concurrent operations, ￭ Force compaction, ￭ Backup and restore of existing PST files, ￭ Identify large mailboxes and ￭ Perform a
quick mailbox audit of your mailbox. The Software: PSTCompactor has been built from the ground up to process Microsoft Outlook PST files. It recovers wasted space from old archives of Outlook PST files and compresses their size. Microsoft Outlook PST files are a very good tool for organizing messages efficiently. They store all your messages, contacts, tasks, calendar items and other items. These files
grow in size as you use the applications to sync your mail. A typical mailbox may contain emails, attachments (picture, text, audio and other files), attachments of messages sent in conversation and other items. In addition, in some cases, the user may delete a message or perform some action such as archive, move or forward a message. Unfortunately, this usually results in a substantial increase in the size of the
PST file. PSTCompactor is able to compress these files and reduce the size of your mailbox without losing any message content or compromising the integrity of the PST file. In order to work with a range of sizes of PST files, PSTCompactor has a flexible architecture. You can also define multiple set of rules to identify specific items, for example, attachments older than 30 days or mailboxes that have over a
certain size. P

What's New In PSTCompactor (SOHO Edition)?

Microsoft Outlook PST files tend to be large, inefficient and unreliable by default. This bloated third-party tool reduces size and saves space by compressing (zip) attachments, deleting unneeded items and more! Removes wasted space. Improves reliability Saves time and money Zips up attachments for backup Expands ZIP files, allowing you to compress multiple attachments Zips thousands of PDFs and
compresses hundreds of megabytes of pictures without losing the layout or formatting. Permanently removes deleted content Detects multiple corrupted or inaccessible Outlook PST files Permanently removes deleted content Incorporates preview in the drag and drop interface so you can immediately see the result of the compaction process Quickly locate mailboxes Locate mailboxes when you need them Finds
mailboxes when you're logged on remotely Locate mailboxes, even if they're on a different server or different subnet. Identifies large mailboxes that slow down Outlook Identifies large mailboxes. Audits mailboxes PSTCompactor (SOHO Edition) System Requirements: Windows NT / 2000 / XP / Vista / 7 / Server 2003 / 2008 / 8 / Server 2008 R2 / 2012 / 2016 2 GB 3 GB 4 GB 5 GB 6 GB PSTCompactor
(SOHO Edition) Installation: 1. Run Setup.exe to install and run the application, or add it as a new program. 2. On the General page, adjust the settings as desired If you are upgrading from previous versions, make sure the new version of PSTCompactor installs over the old version, not replacing it. Also make sure you put the installation folder in your program's folder. Q: Drawing hexagonal pyramids to create
hexhedral meshes I have an implicit function for which I want to subdivide an arbitrarily large hexagonal region $S$ into a finite number of hexagonal regions $S_k$. When I plot the 3D function ($x,y,z$) I'd like to get something like the following image: The hexagonal tiling of the 3D space is not exactly the same one drawn in the image, but the difference should be minimal. How can I do
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System Requirements For PSTCompactor (SOHO Edition):

Cursors Cursors are supported in 3D Studio Max 2012. Note that each of the following cursors must have a unique name (no spaces, only alphanumeric characters). Cursor name Format Character Set CMDS_CUR_1 Unicode 1 CMDS_CUR_2 Unicode CMDS_CUR_3 Unicode CMDS_CUR_4 Unicode CMDS_CUR_5 Unicode
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